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A Unique News Agency 
The Street News Service (SNS) plays a key role in INSP’s 
efforts to build a strong and united anti-poverty movement. 
The SNS provides a forum for street papers to exchange 
editorial content and photographs, enabling their development 
and capacity building. The SNS is particularly crucial for 
street papers in the developing world, who often operate 
in isolation and with scant resources. The SNS also aims 
to inform and educate public opinion surrounding issues of 
social and economic justice. It promotes the diversity and 
flow of under-represented voices, independent perspectives and substantive social 
journalism distinctive to the international street paper movement.

The Broad Reach of Local Journalism

Since 2007, some 1,500 street paper articles have been circulated through the SNS. The service is distributed weekly, in 3 

languages, to over 200 street paper  journalists worldwide. The SNS offers access to the best of street paper journalism as well 

as exclusive features and photos from our media partners - Reuters and Inter Press Service. Working with a team of 46 volunteer 

translators, from the UK and around the world, the SNS currently offers a translation service in 15 languages. Since 2007, there 

have been over 600 known republications of content from street papers and our media partners.

One Article’s Journey

The Big Issue in Scotland published an article, telling the story of fellow street paper La Calle in Bogota, Colombia. The story 

was submitted to the SNS and then republished by The Big Issue Japan and The Big Issue in the North (UK). In its journey 

around the world, one SNS article was read by a diverse audience of over 400,000 people.



Informing & Engaging on an International Level

INSP has invested substantial energy in developing the capacity, accessibility and relevance of the SNS project. Since it began 

in 2005, and with the support of volunteers, journalists and media partners, the service has grown enormously in scope and 

diversity of participation. 

As well as facilitating worldwide editorial exchange between street papers, SNS liaises with a working group of street paper 

editors to develop its own exclusive content. The ‘SNS Exclusive’ aims to provide editorial voices missing from mainstream 

media, give global perspectives on important social issues and raise awareness of the street paper movement. The SNS 

currently compiles 2 ‘SNS Exclusive’ articles every month, in 3 languages. 

Over time, the SNS aims to make even greater use of its network, to bring more independent information and local, street-level 

perspectives to a global audience.

A Future Full of Potential

INSP’s focus is on the creation of a brand new, user-friendly website. It will provide 

an innovative and unique public gateway to a specific kind of independent reporting, 

and perspectives that cannot be accessed elsewhere.

Developing our translation capacity will make the SNS more accessible to a diverse 

user group and help us bring the service to a wider audience.   

Employing a dedicated expert member of staff is necessary to support a premiere 

independent news agency. An SNS Editor would contribute organisational capacity, 

multilingual communication abilities, seasoned journalistic experience and outreach 

efforts to this exciting project. 

Eventually the Street News Service will be marketed as a fee based subscription service 

for external media partners and operate as a social enterprise in its own right. 
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INSP members have special 
access to a selection of features 
provided by news agencies, 
Reuters and Inter Press Service. 
This week’s highlights can be 
found below:  

Reuters donates 2 features (with 
related pictures) to the SNS every 
week. This week’s top Reuters 
story is:  
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Inter Press Service (IPS) donates 
17 features in 6 languages 
(English, Spanish, Portuguese, 
German, Dutch, Swedish) to the 
SNS every week. Related 
pictures are available for selected 
stories. Click here to access all IPS 

articles.  This week’s top IPS story 
in English is:  

Gathering Storm of 
Expectations in Nairobi 

In top hat and tails, Spanish 
debt agents prosper 
If more confirmation were needed of 
the funereal state of Spain's 
economy, it can be found in the 
shape of The Debt Collector in Top 
Hat and Tails. That's a translation to 
English of "El Cobrador del Frac", the 
name of a company which 
specialises in sending men dressed 
like extras from a 1930s Fred Astaire 
movie to humiliate debtors into 
paying up. Its business is booming. 
(887 words, English + picture) 

This week’s street paper highlights are:  

‘Female trafficking: Women as Commodities’ 
by Apropos, Austria. Arguing against the need for a 
counselling centre for prostitutes in the Austrian city of 
Salzburg on the basis that most are foreign women 
‘passing through’, major Heinz Schaden appears not 
to have grasped the complexity of female trafficking. 
Based on the book ‘Ware Frau’ (‘Women as 
commodities’), this article demonstrates that for most 
of the women who pay traffickers up to 60,000 euros 
to be brought to Europe, and who are then forced into 
prostitution to work off their debts, there is no ‘journey 
through’ but rather simply a terminus.  
(536 words, English summary of German article, + picture) 

The two SNS Exclusive columns for August 
are still accessible. Please click on the titles 
below to access the full texts. 
 

• Global Voices 
 

• Worldwide Vendor Spotlight 

‘Living with a ‘Terrorist’ in your Head – 
The Story of a Brain Tumour Patient’ by 
Straat Magazine, the Netherlands. On July 17 
2007, a young, healthy Dutchman named Nico 
Faaij suddenly started to shake uncontrollably. He 
fell to the floor and passed out. An ambulance 
brought him to hospital, where doctors told him 
that during an MRI scan, they had discovered a 
black spot on his brain. A tumour. On average, 
patients die a year after the diagnosis of this 
incurable type of cancer. Faaij nonetheless  
decided to fight and founded the charity ‘Stop Brain Tumours’ to raise money for 
research, knowing that help for him will most probably come too late.  
(1,725 words, English summary of Dutch article, + picture) 

‘The final hours of Seattle’s ‘million-
dollar toilets’ by Real Change News, USA. 
The US state of Seattle has just learned a lesson 
about human nature the hard way: it turns out 
that public restrooms are great places to poop 
and pee, but they're also really great places to 
do drugs and have sex. Despite having spent 4.3 
million US dollars on them, Seattle’s public toilet 
plan failed. The self-cleaning toilet is about what 
it means to be human — it's about well-laid 
plans going, quite literally, to shit. A Real  

Change News reporter witnessed the toilets' final hours. This is what he saw… 
(1,012 words, English + picture) 

Expectations in Nairobi 
Slum  
For the first time in its 60 years of 
existence, there is a ray of hope for 
the one million inhabitants of Kibera, 
one of the world's most densely-
populated slums. After spending 
most of his life on opposition 
benches -- or in prison -- as a 
champion of the poor, the member 
of parliament for this desperately 
poor constituency is now the prime 
minister of Kenya. (1,381 words, 
English + picture) 

Select your preferred picture 
source by clicking on the 
corresponding logo below.  

INSP members have unique 
access to a variety of picture 
resources, free of charge.  
For instructions on how to access 
pictures, please download our 
user guidelines here: 

Word PDF 

The SNS has translation capacity 
available in 11 languages. Any 
story published on the SNS can 
be translated on request by INSP 
volunteer translators. For 
instructions on how to access this 
resource, please download our 
translation guidelines here:  

Word PDF 

• ‘Cartoon: The Happy Homeless Guys’ by Homeward Street Journal, USA 

• ‘Tenant fights being blacklisted by landlord’ by Real Change News, 
USA 

• ‘The Addict’s Almanac –Episode 2 of a diary series’ by Street Roots, 
USA 

• ‘China: The world is Watching – Sheepishly’ by Street Roots, USA 

• ‘How the U.S. deals with “social issues” in court’ by Street Roots, USA 

• ‘FoodWise: Share Our Strength!’ by Streetwise, USA 

• ‘Cuba surfers ride the waves on donated boards’ by Reuters 

• ‘Brazil Setting an Important Precedent for Indigenous Lands’ by Inter 
Press Service 

• ‘Zimbabwean Farmers Can't Afford to Leave Markets – Literally’ by 
Inter Press Service 

The next SNS Exclusive content comes out on Monday 1st September 

For instructions on how to access SNS 
Exclusive content, please download our 
user guidelines here: 

PDF Word 

• All SNS material is weekly posted to the SNS website: 
www.streetnewsservice.org. All stories can be accessed directly from this 
site. For pictures or translation requests, please contact us (include feed 
number). 

• Thanks to support from our committed 
team of translation volunteers, the 
SNS Email Feed is now being 
distributed in three languages: 

Through the Street News Service (SNS), street papers can access and 
republish quality stories from their worldwide street-paper colleagues. This 
system enables local stories to be distributed and re-printed on a global 
scale. Every week, the SNS highlights an exciting republication from a 
different location.   This week’s top republication is:  

Last week’s SNS featured the 
interview ‘Boys Will Be Girls’ by 
Canadian street paper 
Megaphone. US colleague 
Street Roots requested this 
story about transgendered 
filmmaker Gwen Haworth, who 
made a personal documentary 
about a family whose son knew 
he was a woman. To read the 
story - republished in Street 
Roots last Friday - click here. 

In case you plan to republish an SNS story as well, please send us a clipping 
by mail or PDF (sns@street-papers.org) so we can keep you updated on 
interesting republications! 

Megaphone (Canada)       Street Roots (USA) 

The next deadline for SNS 
submissions is Friday 29th August 
(3pm UK time). INSP members are 
asked to send all submissions, 
including pictures if available, to: 
sns@street-papers.org.  

The SNS could not exist without 
the help and co-operation of 
many devoted supporters. A 
special thank you is extended to 
Reuters and Inter Press Service 
for their ongoing commitment to 
the project. The volunteer 
translators also deserve 
significant thanks for helping to 
disseminate SNS content more 
widely in many languages. And 
finally, thank you to all 
contributing INSP members, and 
readers who keep the SNS and 
its message alive.  

The SNS email feed which is sent to street paper 
members every week.

 IPS supports the development of the Street News Service as a fresh 

perspective on development-related news and information from around the 

world. We need more voices in society, not fewer, to make it a more just and 

equitable world and the development of the Street News Service is positive step 

towards this aim.

—Mario Lubetkin, Director General, Inter Press Service

 The Street News Service is a dynamic movement of independent social 

media, which is distinctive in its capacity to encourage editorial voices missing 

from traditional media. Reuters has been a proud supporter of the SNS for over 

two years and hopes to be part of INSP’s future growth and development.

—David Schlesinger, Editor-in-Chief, Reuters


